
WORK EXPERIENCE 
Sr. Software Engineer, Trello — 2017–2020  
Building and improving core features and components for an optimized and 
flexible user experience; finding opportunities to improve accessibility patterns 
and create a more equitable experience for all users.


Leading initiatives and cross-functional design system efforts to incorporate 
component and style APIs to reduce friction between developers and designers; 
resulting in visual and functional parity across multiple technical stacks and 
reducing technical debt through documentation.


Architecting internal tools used widely across teams to improve build times, 
prevent regressions, and engage engineers in best practices of delivering high-
quality and hygienic code.


Engineer, Dropbox — 2015–2017 
Constructed and executed A/B tests on high-volume / revenue pages to 
improve user interaction resulting in impactful lift and monetization.


Created affirming environment for LGBTQ/POC employees through employee 
resource groups and public speaking at conferences.


Mentored and onboarded new hires in social and technical aspects to promote 
long-term growth and inclusion.


Engineer, ZURB — 2014–2015 
Assisted in the launch of the web's first framework for responsive web apps: 
Foundation for Apps.


Developed a codebase for the Foundation platform (Sites, Emails, and Apps) in 
AngularJS and Ruby on Rails.


Taught classes on progressive design principles and fostered relationships with 
the Foundation open-source community and contributors.


EDUCATION 
Washington University in St. Louis: St. Louis, MO — 2008-2012 
B.S. in Systems Engineering, Minor in Public Health


SKILLS 
Programming: JavaScript (React, Node), GraphQL, Python, Ruby on Rails, PHP

Testing: Jest, Jasmine, Selenium, Mocha, RSpec, Capybara

Design: Photoshop, inDesign, stick figures, latté art

Etc: Fluent in Korean, proficient in Spanish & French, makes pretty good playlists

SUMMARY 
I like to break things 
apart and put them back 
together, which is 
probably why I love 
Legos and IKEA furniture 
so much. I am motivated 
by solving puzzles of all 
kinds and am not against 
accepting Choco Tacos 
as payment.

(415) 308.4266

hey@jamiechu.ng

3301 S May St 
Chicago, IL 60608

https://jamiechu.ng

INTERESTS 

sharks, ocean things

gaming, modding

playing, composing
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